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Phase 3 – Mass Burial
Conclusions
St Brice’s Day, AD 1002

“all the Danes … to be destroyed…”
It is rare for archaeology to produce evidence of specific
historical events: the Mary Rose is one well-known example,
but famous because it is unusual. The mass grave here appears
to be another such instance.
The archaeologists first came up with the idea that the
skeletons found at St John’s could be associated with the
recorded massacre on St Brice’s day, when several of the
skeletons were seen to have scorching on some bones. As
specialists presented their findings, more and more evidence
supported the idea.

Disposing of the dead
If one imagines the aftermath of such an event, with bodies lying unburied
in the street, and within the still smouldering remains of fired buildings, it is
easy to see how a decision would have been made fairly quickly about
what to do with the dead. In those troubled times, the fear of Viking
reprisals must also have been a factor. We speculate that the bodies were
loaded onto carts and driven out of the town through the north gate. From
here they were transported a short distance to the circular earthwork,
where the bodies were unceremoniously thrown into the ditch. Saxon
Oxford may have had a plethora of prehistoric barrows to chose from, but
this would have been the largest such earthwork, or it may have been the
best preserved.
The position of the henge, so close to the north-south road, would have

“…by a most just extermination”

made it a very convenient place to dispose of the bodies, but there may

The action known as the ‘St Brice’s Day massacre’ was one of the more

associated with ancient sites, which is why so many survived relatively

grisly episodes in a pretty grim period of history. King Aethelred had

intact into the later medieval period and beyond. It is possible that the

ordered that all the Danes living in England should be exterminated on St

circular henge was regarded as a strange, and almost definitely pagan,

Brice’s Day, 1002. He records the events in Oxford himself, in a charter to

place, and this may be another reason why it was chosen as an ideal site

St Frideswide’s church two years later.

to conceal the unlamented dead. It is interesting to note that the bodies

‘Since a decree was sent out by me with the counsel of my leading
men and magnates, to the effect that all the Danes who had sprung up
in this island, sprouting like cockle amongst the wheat, were to be
destroyed by a most just extermination, and this decree was to be put
into effect even as far as death, those Danes who dwelt [in Oxford],
striving to escape death, entered this sanctuary of Christ [St

have been other factors involved. Folklore and superstition have long been

were clearly thrown into the ditch from inside the henge. This means that
the carts would have presumably been driven through an existing
entranceway, across the by now shallow but not negligible, ditch, before
the corpses were unloaded. The position of the grave in relation to the road
suggests that there may have been an entrance in the south-east corner of
the henge.

Frideswide’s], having broken by force the doors and bolts, and
resolved to make a refuge and defence for themselves therein against
the people of the town and suburbs; but when all the people in pursuit
strove, forced by necessity, to drive them out, and could not, they set
fire to the planks and burnt, as it seems, this church with its ornaments
and books.’
Other accounts agree, or even embellish the tale, but there seems no
reason to doubt this version. And all the pieces seem to fit with what our
skeletons have to tell us:
• all the skeletons were adult males apart from two teenagers
• they were taller than the average Saxon men, robust, and used to hard
work
• they had eaten lots of fish in childhood, which would be odd in Saxon
Oxford
• they shared an above average number of odd congenital traits, so some
of them at least seem to represent a distinct genetic group
• the date of AD 1002 fits the radiocarbon analysis
• they were massacred rather than dying in battle
• some had been burnt, before arriving at the grave site
• they had been disrespectfully dumped in a ditch and not given proper
Christian burial.

Left: ‘The Massacre of the Danes’.
Engraving after a drawing by
Samuel Wale, published in
Mortimer’s New History of England
(1764-6).

